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The "Method of Scorinq" qiven by Fisher R.A.t is
almost always suqqested in statistical literatures to find
out a relative maximum of tne logarithm of the likelihood
function when it can not be explicitly solved. Since it is
an iterative procedure to find out a relative maximum, we
would like to know about its converqence. Barnett V.D. [ 1~
has pointed out, that the Method of Scoring ( MS ) may fail
to converge, or even may converge to a relative minimum rather
than to a relative maximum.
In this paper, the met~iod is analysed from the prin-
ciples of aradient method of maximization qiven by Crockett
J,D, and H.B. Chernoff [ 2]. A simple modification is also
suggested to ensure convergence to a relative maximum.
t FISHER, R.A. "Theory of statistical estimation", Proceeding
of the Cambridge Philosophical Society. ~Iol. 22,
1925, pp. 700-725.
2.
2 The Analysis of the Method of Scoring from Gradient
Principle
Let LT(6) be the logarithm of the likelihood func-
tion of the parametervector e-(R1, 6,,.....,en) for a sam-
ple size T. Our problem is to find out a relative maximum of
LT(e), for unrestricted 6, when direct methods fail to give
an explicit solution. In this situation, starting with an
initial approximation, an iterative method is usually applied
to approximate the relative maximum reasonably well.
In order to examine the convergence in the Scoring
Method, we should take a look at the steepest ascent or gra-
dient principle.
As given by Crockett, J.B. and H. Chernoff [ 2~,
the iteration scheme for Gradient or Steepest ascent method
is
~(if1) - B(i) ~ h. B-1 g(i)i
whe re :
hi is a positive scalar suitably chosen
B is a positive definite matrix, being a weighting
matrix
6(i) is the value of the vector e at the i'th iteration
g(1) is the n-dimensional column vector of partial de-
rivatives of LT(e) with respect to (w.r.t.) ei,
evaluated at 6(1)
The gradient vector B-1 g(1) gives the direction of
the steepest ascent at 6(1) w.r.t. B; hi is the length of the
step taken in that direction. As we move from e(1) in the di-
rection of B-1 g(1), LT(6) increases, i.e. a positive hi can
always be found such that
LT(e(it1) - g(i) } hl B-1 g(i)) ~ L,h(6(1)) (2.2)
3.
The necessary condition that the iteration process
will converge, and converge to a relative maximum is:
LT(e(1}1)) ~ LT(~(1)) for each i
If the steps hi are suitably chosen so as to satis-
fy (2.3), then the gradient method will always converge to a
relative maximum. With this knowledge, let us now examine the
Dlethod of Scoring.
(2.3)
The iteration scheme in the Method of Scoring is
given by
(it1 ) - H (i) } I (i)-1 g (i) (2.4)
with
and
:(1) and a(1) defined above
- d~ L (F,)
Ï
I(1) - E T : the information
a ei a a~ ~ , - (i)
matrix at the i'th iteration.
Comparing ( 2.1) and ( 2.4), we find that the Scoring
Method is in fact a Gradient Method, with I(1) replacing B,
and the steps hi being unity always. The matrix I(1) being a
covariance matrix by formula, is always positive definite
(see Y.endall, M.G. and A.Stuart [ 6], pp. 35-74). By making
steps equal to unity always, we are not sure whether condi-
tion (2.3) will be satisfied, and so we cannot definitely say
whether the process will converge. It can even converge to a
relative minimum, rather than a relative maximum. Thus, the
usual Method of Scoring needs modifications to ensnre conver-
gence to a relative maximum.
4.
3 A Revised tilethod of Scorina
A modified Method of Scoring will be given as
-(it1) - -(i) t h, I(i)-1 g(i)
(3.1) is different from (2.4) only in the step-
length hi, where hi is defined in (2.1). The steplength hi
in (3.1) is chosen in such a way that (2.3) is always sa-
tisfied.
Selection of h.i
One way of choosinq hi and which is sometimes sug-
gested, is to choose hi such that LT(.-(it1) -.(i)} hlI(i)-1g(i))
as a function of hi, is a maximum. To find out a maximum, we
have to solve for hi
L (~ (i) t h. I(i)-1 ~(i))T i - ~
3 h.i
(3.2)
If (3.2) could be explicitly solved i.e. if we know
all the relative maxima and minima, then we have accomplished
our purpose. We choose that hi for which LT(e(i) f hl I(i)-1g(i))
is absolute maximum. In case we cannot solve (3.2) explicitly,
we can try to find out the first relative extremum also by
iteration. The first relative extremum will be a relative
(i) (i)-1 (i)maximum, as the function L,I,(F t hi I g ) increases
in the neighbourhood of :~(1). As the first relative maximum
will also satisf:~ (2.3), the process will converge to a rela-
tive maximum. To find out the first relative maximum of
L,I,(F(1) t hi I(1)-1 a(1)) w.r.t. hi, we can start the itera-
ation process with the initial value of hi to be zero.
"lote that, any relative maximum of
LT(,,(i) f hl I(i)-1 g(i)) w.r.t. hi may not do, for (2.3)
may not be satisfied which is essential for converQence to
5.
a relative maximum.
Instead of trying to find hi in the above way which
requires much computations, we can adopt a simple procedure
to find hi such that (2.3) is satisfied. This practical pro-
cedure has been applied in the subsequent rapported examples.
A practical procedure
First take a unit step i.e. hi - 1.
a) If L (F (i) } I (i)-1 (1) ~ L (6 (i)T g T , then we go on doubling
the steps until the first turning point is occurred.
LT(. (i) } I(i)-1 g(i)) ~ LT(6(i))
LT(~: (i) t 2 I(i)-1
g(i)) ~ LT(~(i) t I(i)-1 g(i))
---------------------------------------------------
LT(E~(i) t n I(i)-1
g(i)) ~ LT(~,(i) ~~ I(i)-1 g(i))
LT(~ (i) f 2n I(i)-1 g(i)) ~ LT(6(i) f n
I(i)-1 g(i))
In this case we take g(it1) - B(i) ~ n I(i)-1 g(i)
b) If LT(A(1) t I(1)-1 g(1) ~ LT(8(1), we go on halving the
steps until a turning point is reached.
LT(e(i) } I(i)-1 g(i)) ~ LT(e(i))
LT(6(i) }~ I(i)-1 g(i)) ~ LT(e(i))
-----------------------------------
L (g (i) ~ 2 I (i)-1 (i) ~ L
(e (i) )
T n g ) T
LT(P(i) } n I(i)-1 g(i)) LT(e(i))
In this case we take E(it1) -~(i) } n I(i)-1 g(i)
In each of the cases a) and b), condition (2.3) is
6.
satisfied, and we are assured of the convergence to a re-
lative maximum. Moreover, this procedure can reduce the num-
ber of iterations.
As example we will estimate the parameters in an
Autocorrelated Model with the Revised Method of Scoring.
4 An Autocorrelated Model, an application of the Revised
Method of Scoring
The Model is written in matrix notation as follows
y- X t?, f u ( 4. 1)
where y is a column vector of T values taken by the depen-
dent variable; X a matrix of order T x k of values taken by
the k nonstochastic variables x1,.....,xk; S a columzi vector
of Y, unknown parameters, and u a column vector of T nonobser-
vable random variables, the disturbance.
The followinq assumptions about the vector of ran-
dom variables and the X-matrix are made:
(i) The matrix u consists of nonstochastic elements and
has rank k ; T.
(ii) The random variables u1,.....,un are multinormally
distributed.
(iii) The random variable is supposed to follow a first or-
der autoregressive scheme:
ut - P ut-1 } E t
where Ipl 1 and et has the following nroperties
- E(-t' Etts) -
- E(Et) - 0
So




02 for s - 0




t - 1 (1 ) T
T-1~i
T-2P
T-1 T-2 T-3i~ ~ ... 1
8.
and
1 -p 0 - - - 0 0





0 0 ~ ... -P 1
It can easily be verified that IV-1I - 1-P22Ta
(4.2)
The Likelihood function of the sample is
I`, 1 I ~
~ exP ~ - z (y-XB)' V-1 (y-XS)~ (4.3)
(2n)
Takinq ln, defining e- y-Xg and inserting (4.2),
(4.3) becomes:
2
L- ln L~ -- 2 ln 2n f~ ln ( 1-2T )-~ e'V-1e
a
2
- - 2 ln 2 f ~ ln ( ~ ) (4.4)
a
1 T 2 2 T-1 2 T-1- Z E et f P E et - 2P E etett12a t-1 t-2 t-1
We have omitted T anc? ,~ in the notation LT(A). This
will however not lead to any confusion.
In order to apply the Revised method of Scoring for
estimation of c, : and the ~- vector, we have to build up the
Scorinqvector and Informationmatrix.
Scorinavectcr









where the components are the following
algebraical expressions:
T T-1 T-1
a o- - a t G3 [
tE1 et t p2 t`-2 et - 2 P t`-'1 et ett1
a L N 1 T-1 2 T-1










i - 1 , . , k .
Informationmatrix.
~ZL T 3 r T z 2 T-1 2 T-1
aa~ - 2 -~ I t~1 et t p t`"2 et - 2 P t~1 et ett1G G 1 J
a 2 L 2 I T-1 z T-1
3Gap - á L P t~2 et - t~1 et ettl
~2L 2
áGas. - - ~~ ~
~ T 2 T-1 T-1
t~1 et xit t P t~2 et xit - p t~1 ~xitettl
t etxi,tt1~ J
~ZL (1tp2) 1 T-1 Z
~ip2 - - ~1-P2~2 - Q t`-2 et
10.
a`L 1
apasi - a2 C 2 P
T-1
t~2 et xit - (xit etfl } et xi,tt1
i - 1,..., k
a2 L
asiaaj
1 T 2 T-1
~ t~1 xit xjt t p tE1 xit xjt
T-1
- p t~1 (xit xj,tt1 t xjt xi,ttl)~
i,j - 1,..., k
After taking expectation of the partial derivatives
and multiplying with -1, we obtain the (kt2) x(kt2) Infor-
mationmatrix, the elements of which are
- E (a22} --~ f 34 rT a~ t p2 (T-2) ~f
`a a`~ a a I 1-p 1-p
2




(1,2) - (2,1) a2L 2 2P ( T-2 ) -~- E aQap ~ - ~ ~ 1-P
2




a2L- E avasi - 0 s i a 1,..., k.
11,
2 2
(2,2) - E ~ z~ 1~ t T-




E~apa61 - o ; i- 1,..., k
The right-lower k x k symmetric matrix is:
a2 L 1 r T- E asiasj~- -~I tE1 xit xjt
2 T-1 T-1
t p t~2 xit xjt - p tE1 (xit xj,tt1
t xjt xi,tt1)~ i,j - 1,..,k
So, the Information matrix looks like :
a2L a2 L- E a-~ - E aoap
- E a2 Lapao
0
0
a2 L0 0 - E a iaaj














t T - 2
a(1




t p~T-2) t T2 - 2T
1-p
Then
a11 - 1tp2 2
1
a12 - a21 - - aT~D
a22 - T(1-pz) ~ D
With the Information Matrix and Scoring vector
defined, we have applied the Revised Method of Scoring on
different examples where autocorrelation was present.} Two
of this examples will be mentioned below. In the examples
the usual Method of Scoring is also applied for comparison.
Here it can be stated that in examples where the
Method of Scoring failed to converge, we obtained a solu-
tion by the RMS.
Remark 1.
Because in (4.4) the term - Z log 2 n is a constant
part, we have only evaluated the L,I,(~) at each iteration by
omitting that constant part. In the tables below, the value
2p 1 1tp
-p2) (1-p2) 1-p2
-~ t T- 2 0 ~ 2D
-F
~ A discripti-on of the computesprogram will be given in a
subsequent paper.
13.
of the LT(6) will invariably refer without that constant
part,
Remark 2,
In all the examples we have started the iteration
procedure with the least squares wstimates of a, p and S-
vector as initial values,
Example 1,
model
The data are generated from the from the following
yt - 3 xt f ut
ut -,5ut-1 t et t- 1(1 ) 15
where the e's were drawn from a table of standardized random
normal deviates. The x's are rescaled investment expenditu-
res taken from a paper by Haavelmo, T, }, Alle figures are
given in table (4.1), '
Comparing tables (4,2) and (4.3) we may infer the
following interesting points:
1o Both the methods have converged, the RMS in two, the MS
in eighteen iterations. The computer time with the RMS is
also much less than with the MS, which is expected,
20 The final values in the two methods are quite different.
The final value of the last (without the constant part)
in the usual MS is - 149.09468, being quite lower than
the initial value obtained (- 11,19868), This suggests
t HAAVELMO, T, "Methods of Measuring the Marginal Propen-
sity to Consume", Journal of the American Statistical
Association, Vol. 4, , pp, 0- 2.
14.
that with the Ms, we have most possibly obtained a rela-
tive minimum, With the RMS the final value of the lu L is
higher than the initial one, as it should be, and has
converged to a relative maximum. The estimates of the
parameters by the RMS are ressonably near to the theore-
tical values whereas the usual MS is nowhere near the
theoretical ones.
Table 4 , 1





































Example 1: Revised Method of Scoring
Iteration Step- Value of - -
number length L ( 8) a p ~T










1 1 - 16.09796 1.426 -,506 2.916
1~2 - 12,93525 1,411 - .081 2.922
1~3 - 11.50618 1.403 .132 2.925
1~4 - 11.27293 1,399 ,238 2.927
1~5 - 11.21564 1.397 .291 2.928
1~6 - 11.20207 1.396 ,318 2,928
1~7 - 11.19910 1,396 ,331 2.928
1~8 Í - 11.19858 1,396 ,338 2.928
1~9 - 11.19854 1,396 ,341 2.928
2 1 - 16.16157 1,426 -.512 2.917












FINAL - 11.19854 1.396 ,341 2,928VALUE (35.185)




Example 1: Method of Scoring
Iteration Value of
number LT ( 6 )
à p S
Initial - 11,19868 1.395 ,345 2,928value (35,188)
1 - 16,09796 1,426 - ,506 2,916
2 - 26,62086 1,385 -1,139 2,931
3 - 15,75326 1,075 - ,262 2,931
4 - 42.04496 1.055 -1.267 2,931
5 - 16,71441 ,880 - ,078 2,931
6 , - 57,81633 ,875 -1.266 2,930
7 - 21,43690 ,720 - ,003 2.931
8 I - 81.38175 ,720 -1.240 2.928
9 - 32,40521 , .585 - .022 2.931
10 I- 166,15147 i.584 I -1,182 ~ 2.929
11 ~I - 59.60529 .465 I - .156 2,931
12 ~~ - 150.18708 I ,461 ~ - .960 2,930
13 - 149,39549 I .962 - ,958 2,931
14 ~ - 149,17781 ,462 - .958 2,931
15 I, - 149.11633 ,462 - ,958 2,931
16 - 149.09938 ,462 - .958 2,931
17 i- 149.09468 I,462 -,958 2,931
18 149-09338- ,462 - ,958 2,931--
----------- - ------ ------- --------
FINAL - 149,09468 ,462 - .958 2,931VALUE (103,333)
See Remark 1. and 2; Between brackets are the t-




The second example deals with the demand for textiles
in the Netherlands from 1923 to 1939, The time series are
given in table (4,4),
yt - ao } s1x1t } ~2x2t } ut t - 1(1)17
In this case y refers to the logarithm of consumption Fer
head, x1 to the logarithm of real income per head, and x2 to
the logarithm of the deflated price of the commodity, Fence
~o stands for the constant growth, B1 for the income elasti-
city and f32 for the price elasticity of textiles in the Ne-
therlands in the period just mentioned,
The results of the Revised Method of Scoring and
the simple Method of Scoring are presented in tables (4.5)
and (4,6) ,
The example 2 gives the same type results as example
1, So we can draw the same conclusions as before.
An interesting feature is that in the spirits example
}
used by Durbin, J. and G.S, Watson ' the MS has even failed
to converge, whereas the RMS has given consistent results,
~- DURBIN, J, and G,S, WATSON, "Testing for Serial Correlation
in Least Squares Regression II", Biometrika,
Vol, 38, 1951, pp, 159 - 178,
18.
Table 4,4
Example 2: Dutch Textile example,








































thl Value of L(6)T d p ~ s aeng o 1 2
Initial-
value 66,17695 ,0135 -,101 1,373 1,144 -,829 ~(4,482) (7,323) (22,933)~
1 1 66,19646 ,0135 -,176 1,362 1,148 -,827
2 1 66,05178 ,0135 -,262 1,366 1,147 -,828
~
'


















VALUE 66,19646 ,0135 - ,176 1,362 1,148 - ,827(4,446) (7,353) (22.901)
See Remark 1, and 2; Between brackets are the t-values of the regression coefficients
Table 4.6
Example 2: Method of Scoring
Iteration Value of LT(0) Q p ~ S S
2number o 1
lnitial 66,17695 .0136 - .101 1,373 1,144 - .829value (4.482) (7.323) (22.933)
1 66.19646 .0135 - ,176 1.362 1.148 - .827
2 66,11846 ,0135 - .256 1.354 1.151 - .827
3 65,98536 ,0135 - .330 1.347 1,154 - .826
4 65,81350 !,0135 I- ,396 1.342 I 1,156
I
-,826
5 65,62023 .0135 ~- ,455 I' 1.337 1,158 I -.825
6 65,42039 .0135 - .505 1.334 1.159 ~ - ,825
7 65,22537 .0134 -i









46 63,951597 ,0133 ~- ,799 1,320 1.166 -.825
47 63.951503
i
~ ,0133 !I - .749 ~ 1.320 I 1,166 ~ - ,825
48 63.951400 li .0133 - .749 I 1,320 1.166 -.825
49 63,951345 ~,G133 - .749 j 1.320 I 1.166 ~ -,825















63.951290 .0133 - ,749 I 1.320 ~ 1,166 -.825VALUL (4.405) (7.634) (23,340)
Se.~ Remark 1, and 2; Between brackets are the t-values of the regression coefficients
21 .
5. Conclusion.
The examples have shown that the Method of Scoring
is not always reliable to pick out a relative maximum. It
is also true that by adopting the simple practical procedure
RMS as an improvement, we can avoid the pitfalls of the MS.
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